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Shame White Children With BLM Propaganda — and Get
Rich in the Process
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How “can we in any of our minds conclude
that whites are alright?” The preceding was
found in a letter, reports journalist Megyn
Kelly, circulated by someone who helps
devise school curricula.

Welcome to the United States’ real
“systemic racism.”

It’s no wonder that “Kelly — along with her
kids — has decided to escape New York,”
writes A.J. Rice at BPR. “A place where her
kids are the object of official race
vitriol produced by Nahliah Webber, the
executive of something called the Orleans
Public Education Network (OPEN). It sounds
bland but it’s as radical – and racial – as it
gets.”

It’s as profitable as it gets, too. Another race hustler, Sharroky Hollie, had a contract with the Sarasota,
Florida, school system to give seven 30-minute lectures on white badness for $115,000, according to
Rice. (I really need to take a lesson from these people on how to make money.)

Kelly made news recently when she announced that, after the aforementioned letter was sent to her and
other parents in a school “diversity group,” she was pulling her boys out of their “exclusive” Manhattan
institution, the Collegiate School — tuition: $55,900 a year.

It had the best propaganda money could buy. The letter, sent by Webber, attests to this and warrants
reproduction in toto. As Daily Wire relates:

There is a killer cop sitting in every school where white children learn.

They gleefully soak in their whitewashed history that downplays the holocaust of indigenous
native peoples and Africans in the Americas. They happily believe their all-white spaces
exist as a matter of personal effort and willingly use violence against black bodies to keep
those spaces white.

As black bodies drop like flies around us by violence at white hands, how can we in any of
our minds conclude that whites are alright?

White children are left unchecked and unbothered [obviously not] in their schools, homes,
and communities to join, advance, and protect systems that take away black life.

I am tired of white people reveling in their state-sanctioned depravity, snuffing out black life
with no consequences.

Where’s the urgency for school reform for white kids being indoctrinated in black death and
protected from the consequences?
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Where are the government-sponsored reports looking into how white mothers are raising
culturally deprived children who think black death is okay?

Where are the national conferences, white papers and policy positions on the pathology of
whiteness in schools?

This time if you really want to make a difference in black lives — and not have to protest this
s[**]t again — go reform white kids. Because that’s where the problem is — with white
children being raised from infancy to violate black bodies with no remorse or accountability.

Below is audio of Kelly discussing the situation.

'After years of resisting it, we're going to leave."@MegynKelly describes why she pulled her
kids out of their NYC schools – and she, @GlennLoury and @Coldxman Hughes discuss how
"woke" leftism has taken over schools. Listen below, download here:
https://t.co/F96HgI7HIW pic.twitter.com/Wljrlq7azf

— The Megyn Kelly Show (@MegynKellyShow) November 16, 2020

As you may know, this racial propaganda isn’t just found in posh private schools funded by value-
signaling parents with more dollars than sense. In the past, for example, I’ve written about the Pacific
Educational Group (PEG), which believes in “collectivism” for blacks and peddles “white privilege”
theory in government schools.

Oh, those schools paid PEG $1.56 million in just 2014-15 alone.

So we do have a systemic problem: having an educational system that wastes oodles of tax money on
destructive propaganda.

After all, while the earlier cited Sharroky Hollie did have her contract terminated after parents learned
what she was peddling, there’s plenty more where she came from. And those who made the decision to
retain her are, no doubt, still in the Sarasota system — and others likeminded are in school districts
nationwide.

We could point out that the race demagogue’s suppositions, well reflected in Webber’s letter, are false.
For instance, far from there being hordes of budding white killer cops sitting in schoolrooms, studies
actually show that non-white cops are more likely than white cops to kill non-white suspects. Police are
also more likely to shoot white than non-white suspects.

But this isn’t about reason. First, some race hustlers are clearly just interested in money; theirs is, after
all, a lucrative racket. Second, others are so blindly prejudiced and hateful that they believe their own
rhetoric. And, of course, a given person can be motivated by both factors.

Insofar as more Machiavellian race demagogues go, however, another factor is achieving power via
scapegoating and the divide-and-conquer strategy.

Remember that every adversary has different weaknesses, and you attack what can be exploited in the
given “opponent.” For example, since 1917 Russia was relatively homogeneous, the race card couldn’t
be very effective, so it wasn’t played. But being a relatively poor country (compared to us today), the
Marxist class-warfare card could be effective.

Since the United States is quite wealthy, the class warfare card won’t resonate as much (though it’s still
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employed to a degree because envy plagues all peoples). But we are highly susceptible to “identity
politics” because we’re so balkanized.

In reality, though, this racial hate-mongering isn’t good for anyone. And this isn’t just because dividing
a nation through hate is never good. It’s also that, aside from feeling guilty over the wrong things, many
white children will begin to feel angry and resentful over being stigmatized; and black children will be
further instilled with a failure-breeding sense of defeatism and will become angry and resentful over
being, supposedly, “held down.” It’s a great recipe for racial unrest and violence.

The only way this will end is if parents don’t just pull their kids from the offending schools, but do so en
masse. The market talks, whining walks — and people get the schools they deserve.
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